Product sheet
PigRealTime

• Controllers capable of managing a growth
cycle from start to finish.
• Different controllers provide varying levels of
management and functionality.
• Reduces your energy costs, ensures the
animals get the air they need, and maintains
peak animal health.
• Alarms and events information sent to you
and your teams in real time on any web
connected device: PC, tablet, or smartphone
with a unified interface.

PigRealTime
Profitable, efficient swine farms involve two factors: Climate control systems
responsive to even minor changes as well as a communication system that
provides critical data in real time. Why? No one stays at his farm 24 hours
a day; however, changes in conditions or problems can arise at anytime.
A change doesn’t have to be major; even a minor change in the weather
can affect production. A controller that can handle these problems and a
communication system capable of informing you about what is going on
can reduce expenses and improve production results. Proper, timely
information at your fingertips means dealing with mission-critical issues
rather than wasting time on non-productive tasks.

HOGS DON’T REST, BUT FARMERS DO
A problem can occur at any time and can be costly if not responded to quickly. Small variations in climate can lead
to poor production results. The PigRealTime Package allows farmers to monitor their barns around the clock and make
adjustments whenever necessary, from wherever they are.

PigRealTime PACKAGE INCLUDES:
> COMM-BOX and COMMUNICATOR
Comm-Box and Communicator Communication system. Comm-Box supplies
complete web access to your controllers from any device with access to the Cloud,
including mobile devices. Installed as an add-on to the Communicator, the two units
provide a complete service package: Communicator supplies its proven alarms &
events functionality while Comm-Box enables remote monitoring & control via the
Web & Cloud.

> ROTEMNET WEB
RotemNet Web provides a large range of benefits, at several different levels. For anyone
involved in managing a farm or groups of farms RotemNet Web keeps you connected
to your data. You can configure the RotemNet Web App to display exactly the data that
you require. One account gives you access to every farm. At the same time, the farm
owner can define different permission levels for each user.

> ELEMENT
Element is a stand alone controller for swine barns. Employing a new hardware package, all
programming and relay connections can be carried out from this unit. Element ensures optimal
climatic conditions and real time alarms, allowing control of multiple houses from a remote
location. Element’s cutting edge web application gives full monitoring and control capabilities,
via the Cloud or web-based software.

> SUPERGUARD and PIGUARD PLUS
An inclusive system, in which one smart central server, SuperGuard, controls highperformance Piguard Plus control units, installed in up to 10 different pig house rooms.

> AC-2000 CONTROLLERS
AC-2000 provides control over ventilation, air pressure, climate, feed and water, air quality
factors such as CO2 or humidity levels, and more.
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